Swarm of Bees
by Lemony Snicket
JP Snicket
The best-selling author of the A
Series of Unfortunate Events books
presents a kid-friendly exploration
of anger that depicts a young boy
and a swarm of bees riling up an
entire town with unexpected results.

Interrupting Chicken and
the Elephant of Surprise
by David Ezra Stein
JP Stein
A plucky little red chicken concludes
that an "elephant of surprise" is
needed for any good story, until his
Papa recommends classic tales that
are surprising without elephants.

Lexie, the Word Wrangler
by Rebecca Van Slyke
JP Van Slyke
An uproarious celebration of words
and their meanings featuring a
strong cowgirl who would rather
wrangle words than cattle.

Nonfiction
How Raven Got His
Crooked Nose: An Alaskan
Dena'ina Fable
by Barbara J. Atwater
J 398.209 Atw
Chulyen, a trickster raven, loses his
nose in an embarrassing incident.
With the help of magic powers,
Chulyen devises a caper to retrieve
his missing nose, and learns an
important lesson along the way.

Oh, Ick!: 114 Science
Experiments Guaranteed
To Gross You Out!
by Joy Masoff
J 507.8 Mas
An A-to-Z compendium of hands-on,
icky experiments, from "Pop a
Pimple Cake" to "Grow a Mold Zoo,"
engages readers with activities
grounded in science.

Children

Second
Grade Books

Squirrels Leap, Squirrels
Sleep
by April Pulley Sayre
J 599.36 Say
Combines collage-style art with
lyrical text in an introduction to the
world of squirrels that depicts them
climbing, storing seeds, making
homes and flying through treetops.

Hidden Figures
by Margot Lee Shetterly
J 925.1 She
This inspiring story of four brilliant
mathematicians who were pivotal to
the success of America's space
program describes how they
overcame the harsh limitations
imposed on black women in the
segregated 1960s.

Books for second graders to expand
the new and exciting skill of reading
independently

Not So Different
by Shane Burcaw
J Biography Burcaw
A visual reference that answers
questions about the author's
wheelchair and spinal muscular
atrophy, describing how he works
through his physical challenges so he
can enjoy the activities he loves.
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Fiction

Mega Bat
Caveboy is Bored!
by Sudipta Bardhan-Quallen
JE Bardhan-Quallen
Follows the daily activities of
Caveboy, who looks for a friend to
play with when he tires of his usual
routine of caring for his pet rock and
practicing base-skull skills.

Bear Country: Bearly a
Misadventure
by Doreen Cronin
JF Cronin
A relaxing day of knitting is
interrupted by the disappearance of
Barbara, the Chicken Squad's foodcarrying caregiver, and rumors
about a headless bear loose in the
neighborhood.

On a Mission for Her
Majesty
by Kate Egan
JF Egan
Stanley teams up with the worldfamous detectives of Scotland Yard
for a secret spy mission to help the
queen reclaim a ring that has been
stolen from the royal treasury.

Jasmine Toguchi, Mochi
Queen
by Debbi Michiko Florence
JF Florence
Jasmine Toguchi's older sister
always gets to go first and the messy
8-year old wants to do something
unique, which leads to an
opportunity during the mochi rice
preparations for New Year.

by Anna Humphrey
JF Humphrey
When Daniel Misumi moves into a
new home, far away from his old
friends, he discovers a talking bat in
his room who also finds himself far
from the home that he knew.

Watch That Witch!
by Nancy E Krulik
JF Krulik
When Princess Pulverizer comes
across two identical witches—one
good and one bad—she finds the evil
one most enchanting because the
impatient princess is ready to end
her Quest of Kindness and finally
become a knight, which is just what
the bad witch offers.

Ready for Action

Isadora Moon Goes to the
Ballet
by Harriet Muncaster
JF Muncaster
While on a class field trip to see Alice
in Wonderland, Isadora Moon is
dismayed when the curtain rises and
her friend, Pink Rabbit, is missing.

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty
Robot vs. the Naughty
Nightcrawlers from
Neptune
by Dav Pilkey
JF Pilkey
Ricky is upset when his cousin, Lucy,
declares his fort a castle and tries to
add feminine touches, a situation
complicated by Nimrod
Nightcrawler's latest plot to take over
the world.

by Brian Lynch
JF Lynch
Happily embarking on his studies at
Toy Academy, Grumbolt is horrified to
discover he is being trained to be a
sidekick to the school's worst bully, a
situation complicated by a villainous
toy's crime spree.

Bob
by Wendy Mass
JF Mass
Returning to her grandmother's
home in Australia years after visiting
as a younger child, Livy slowly
remembers a magical, green being
in a chicken suit whom she
befriended, and who has been
eagerly awaiting her return so she
can keep her promise to him.

Song of the Poison Dragon
by Tracey West
JF West
When Petra, the new Dragon Master,
arrives at the castle, her know-it-all
attitude and unwillingness to bond
with her dragon causes her
teammates to wonder if the Dragon
Stone chose her by mistake.

Picture Book
A Different Pond
by Bao Phi
JP Phi
Bao Phi and his father fish for food
on the shores of a small pond in
Minneapolis and Bao's father tells
him about a different pond in their
homeland of Vietnam.

